Vaults was widely reproduced at the time of the exhibition "The Splendor of Dresden," appearing as a kind of leitmotif on posters and on the cover of the folder accompanying the exhibit. This gold and richly enameled pendant is almost the size of a hand and is lavishly set with more than a hundred diamonds, rubies, and emeralds (Figure i). Aside, however, from the preciousness of its materials and the perfection of its workmanship, the special interest of the pendant lies in the ingenious treatment of the complex heraldic motifs in its design.
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The pendant has the ducal arms of Saxony, enameled barry yellow and black, with a Rautenkranz enameled green and set with four cabochon emeralds, in the central medallion.
The medallion is surrounded by six lions: the red and white barry lion of Thuringia on blue-enameled scrollwork in the upper dexter, the red lion of Berg on a white-enameled background in the upper sinister (in heraldry a shield is described in terms of the bearer's right and left). The black lions of Meissen and Jiilich are enameled into gold scrollwork, flanking the medallion on either side.4 To the lower dexter is the black lion of Orlamiinde, surrounded by tiny hearts and set against gold scrollwork, while on the lower sinister the gold and white lion of Pleissnerland is set against a blue background. To the right and left of the central medallion are two large rubies in square settings; they may represent the red Regalienschild.
This intricate arrangement in the shape of a shield leaves only the relatively unimportant county of Eisenberg (argent, three bars azure) unaccounted for.
Following German heraldic custom, whereby multiple helmets are to be displayed with many-quartered shields (much to the horror of English heraldists, who claim that more than one helmet could be borne only by a person with more than one head), the shield is surmounted by three helmets with crests.
The dexter helmet bears the crest of the duchy of Cleves: a bull's head gules, its horns argent and its nose-ring or, crowned or, the crown encircled with a band checquy gules and argent (for the county of Marck). The sinister helmet bears the crest of the duchy of Jiilich: an eagle or, wings sable (here left as gold), gorged argent.
In the center, there is a crested helmet of much more complex design. It combines, in fact, elements from four-possibly even five-different crests, which would have formed part of the full achievement of Saxony in the first quarter of the seventeenth century. The tall conical column (rather obscured by the two crossed swords), topped by a small crown from which a plume of peacock feathers emerges, is the crest of the duchy of Saxony. In the fourteenth century it was a cap of maintenance patterned with the charges of the shield: barry of ten, sable and or, with a Rautenkranz vert over all and surmounted by a peacock 5. The heraldic beasts in the pendant are jeweled, the lions with oblong, the eagles with square diamonds. This is purely for decorative effect, without any heraldic significance. Another such medallion, the Gesellschaftsstiick of Johann Schweikhard von Cronberg, archbishop-elector of Mainz (1604-26), with armorial shields within a jeweled framework arranged around an oval device (Figure 12) , is almost close enough in its conception to have served as an inspiration, if not a prototype, for the great armorial pendant of Saxony. Its central device is a naked man trying to tear a rope in two,
